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Story of the Small Farmer
While there are myriad differences between advanced and
emerging economies, it is also instructive to highlight ways in
which the wealthy North and the developing South are alike. For
example, the small family farmer rightly has place of pride in
both worlds. He is a crucial cog in the national engine of
economic growth.
Small farmers have played an important role in every nation’s
economic and social development. They constitute an
indispensible core of every agricultural system from Southeast
Asia to Europe and North America. The history of economic
progress shows that, even as agricultural production becomes
more sophisticated and more technologically advanced, small
farmers remain dignified stakeholders and participants in food
production and job creation.
Consider the small farmers in Malaysia today. Many toil on plots
of land no larger than 40 ha, harvesting food crops throughout
the year. In doing so, they contribute directly to the nutritional
needs of the local and global population, much as large
multinational agri-businesses do. We see this most clearly in the
oil palm industry, the fourth largest contributor to gross national
income. Together, more than 240,000 independent and organised
small farmers manage 40% of the land under oil palm today.
One small farmer is Amad Sidek, who owns a 14 ha oil palm
smallholding in Selangor. The income allows him to provide
healthcare, education and other needs of his four children. Sidek
supplements his income by growing bananas on his holding and
selling this in the local market.
While he does not have to grow bananas, he has recognised the
value inherent in banana production and crop diversification, and
has taken it upon himself to increase output from his land. The
additional income also enables him to channel resources toward
care for the land by implementing good conservation,
agricultural and environmental practices.
The central role played by small farmers in Malaysian agriculture
is a direct result of the government’s recognition that investing
in small farmers would be the most effective way of reducing
poverty. The government has bolstered that understanding by
bringing in important programmes. Under the ongoing
Economic Transformation Programme, for example, it is
committing RM297 million (US$94.7 million) to encourage small
farmers to replant aging oil palm trees, toward higher
productivity and efficiency in the long run.

process. Trading these by-products in the global market will
further increase revenue for oil palm growers.
It is worth noting that palm oil is also vital to human health and
well being. This is equally true for hungry communities in Asia
and Africa, and prosperous consumers in Europe and the US. In
its natural state, palm oil has a balance of fatty acids and key
nutrients such as Vitamins E and A. Vitamin A is critical in
alleviating night blindness, a devastating condition that afflicts
impoverished communities worldwide. Consumers in affluent
nations, meanwhile, benefit from Vitamin E and its antioxidant
properties that mitigate breast cancer and protect against
neuro-degeneration.
Recent research has found that palm oil is just as healthy as olive
oil, which has long been considered the healthiest of vegetable
oils. But palm oil offers more – there is abundant, year-round
supply; it is produced on much less land; and it is far more
affordable than olive oil. These attributes give it a degree of
versatility and flexibility that other vegetable oils cannot match.
Unreasonable burden
None of the great successes enjoyed by palm oil would have
been possible without the hard work and dedication of small
farmers like Malaysia’s Amad Sidek. This is a story that is often
overlooked by consumers, who are better informed about the
superior qualities of palm oil.
Similarly, the small soybean farmer in Iowa and the small
rapeseed farmer in France play an equally significant role in the
production of the world’s vital foodstuffs. Perhaps, if more of the
world realised this, agricultural expansion would not be met with
such vehement and misguided opposition in some quarters.
And that leads me to my last point, the certification of small
farmers. It is important to recognise that Western certification
requirements can have a negative impact on the upward mobility
of small farmers, not just in Malaysia, but in Iowa and France too.
While large agri-businesses are able to accommodate the costs
of certification, small farmers are – by definition – just that. They
are not multi-million dollar operations that can absorb the cost
of NGO-led certification schemes such as that of the
Roundtable for Sustainable Palm Oil.
So while small oil palm farmers are free to pursue certification
if is within their means, such requirements should never be
imposed on them by Western governments and NGOs – just as
they don’t impose non-legislated requirements on soybean and
rapeseed farmers.

For over 30 years, Malaysian small farmers have played an important
role in the nation’s economic life. And that role is set to grow as
population and economic growth around the world increase
demand for products from commodity crops. For instance, the
Malaysian government, and those in the European Union and
elsewhere, are investing substantially in developing biomass to
power electricity and transportation systems across the globe.

The story of Sidek and his fellow small farmers in Malaysia is one
that would resonate anywhere in the world where individuals
are allowed to own land and produce food. It is also one that
demonstrates where a nation’s wealth originates – in that one
sector upon which we all rely.

This has raised the value not just of the oil extracted from the
oil palm, but also of the by-products from the production

Dr Yusof Basiron
www.ceopalmoil.com
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he Rio+20 Conference on Sustainable Development

T

The conference has been a positive one for developing

affirmed the commitment of State Parties to a

nations. Firstly, the outcome document, entitled ‘The

definition of sustainable development which balances

Future We Want’, refused to embrace the concept of a

the interests of economic growth and environmental

‘green

sustainability. Despite the attempts of environmental non-

considerations take precedence over all others. This would

governmental organisations (ENGOs) and the EU, delegates

have been highly detrimental to the world’s ability to

eschewed the green agenda and embraced the need to address

expand food supply and provide economic growth in

the global problem of food security and poverty.

developing nations.
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economy’

–

one

in

which

environmental

Parties to the conference were to consider whether to support

A ‘green economy’ would be contradictory to the

the cessation of all conversion of forest land. The ‘zero’ draft had

consensus of the UN from the first Rio

called for policy frameworks and market instruments that

Conference and every subsequent

‘effectively slow, halt and reverse deforestation and forest

meeting, which has endorsed a

degradation’. This position was rejected and the Parties further

definition

refused to endorse the ENGO
position

on

zero

deforestation,

instead

stating

that

forest

of

sustainable

development that balances
the

needs

environment

of

the

with

the

demands of poverty alleviation.

conversion must occur
in a sustainable manner.

The concept also sits in direct conflict
with the agenda which seeks to ensure global

also

food security. A ‘green economy’ would adopt the ideologies of

embraced the targets set at the

environmental groups such as WWF and developed nations

The

conference

Nagoya Biodiversity Summit for 17% of forest land to be placed

which demand a stop to all land clearing for agriculture.

under reserve by 2020. This clearly undermines calls by ENGO
for all land clearing to be stopped on the grounds of biodiversity

Land-use change

protection.

Land clearing is a key component of economic growth.
Development economists are clear that agriculture is a proven

The Parties were emphatic on the issue of food security. In

path for economic development to alleviate poverty. The

particular, they reaffirmed: ‘... that a significant portion of the

relationship between land-use change and economic growth is

world’s poor live in rural areas, and that rural communities play an

not only found in economic theory, it has also been

important role in the economic development of many countries.

demonstrated in practice.

We emphasise the need to revitalise the agricultural and rural
development sectors, notably in developing countries, in an

For example, in Bolivia, national economic growth is related to

economically, socially and environmentally sustainable manner.’

land-use change and the only periods of decreasing land-use
change coincided with severe economic recession. Similar results

The implications of this statement are clear – developing nations

have been demonstrated in Peninsular Malaysia, where the rate

must be allowed to develop their own agriculture sector,

of forest conversion was related to the level of income per

convert land for food and engage in economic development on

capita.

their own terms, but sustainably.
In Latin America, it has been shown that when income is low, an
Despite the rejection of a ‘green economy’ at the conference,

increase in income will accelerate the rate of deforestation, but

ENGOs and the EU will continue to push for the adoption of a

as income rises beyond a certain point, the rate of deforestation

new definition of sustainable development which considers

reduces. In Zimbabwe, a survey showed that poor rural

environmental issues as more important than economic or

households rely on forests for income and that as income

social issues. It is important that we understand the implications

increases, households become less reliant on wood harvested

of a ‘green economy’ for food security.

from the forests.
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Hundreds of millions of people still live in poverty. In 2012, the

approximately 11% or 1.5

UN estimated that the world will need at least 50% more food

billion ha of the world’s

by 2030. The World Food Programme has found that ‘one in

land area is used for

seven people in the world will go to bed hungry tonight’. It is the

crop production. This

world’s Number One health risk and it kills more people every

represents just over

year than HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis combined.

a

third

estimated
Increased population growth
and

poverty

strategies

alleviation

require

the

suitable,
degree,

of
to
to
for

land
be
some
crop

production. Over 2.7 billion

expansion of agricultural

ha are still available for expansion

land. Studies have found

of agriculture.

that agriculture would need
area

Furthermore, the rate of deforestation has decreased over the

equivalent to half of the current

past 20 years. Many developing countries, where it is argued

land area by 2030 and up to two-thirds by 2070 in order to

deforestation should cease, have much larger areas for

maintain current food consumption levels per capita.

biodiversity conservation than many developed countries.

to

expand

to

an

The OECD and FAO project that global cropland must
increase by at least 9% by 2019, when combined
with improved crop yields.The FAO has stated

Those with the biggest areas of forest for protection of soil
and water include Russia, China, Brazil and
Indonesia. In East Asia 33% of forest is

that, although there is a widespread

designated for protection; 31% in West and

perception that there is no more – or very

Central Asia; 19% in South and Southeast

little – new land to bring under cultivation,

Asia and 38% in the Caribbean.

this has developed from specific situations
of land-scarce countries. It does not apply to
other parts of the world such as Latin
America, East Asia and sub-Saharan Africa.

To cease land clearing for agriculture,
therefore, will not only deprive developing
nations of one of the best paths for economic
development and poverty alleviation, but will also artificially

ENGOs claim that global demand for food can be met by simply

constrain the global supply of food.

improving productivity and crop yields. However, there are
limitations to further improvement of crop yields, such as soil

The Rio+20 Conference recorded a strong vote for the rights

degradation.

of developing nations to expand their agricultural sector on a
sustainable basis, and to trade in an open environment without

And, contrary to what is consistently argued by these groups,

the threat of environmental barriers.

significant areas of forest land remain available for conversion to
agriculture without compromising biodiversity. At present

8
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Comment

T

he emergence of biofuel mandates throughout

The myth became widely popular following the 2007/08

the world has proven transformational,

food price spike, when prices of a number of basic food

reflecting probably the most fundamental shift

commodities rose significantly – by 136% for wheat; 217%

in energy generation and consumption since the British

for rice; and 107% for soybean.

Navy changed to petroleum-based energy from coal. And
yet, biofuels remain largely misunderstood, while

This episode had been immediately preceded by the US

distortions of their impacts have been used to great effect

introduction of the Renewable Fuel Standard, the country’s

by opponents.

signature biofuels policy. And during this time, the EU was
also considering its own biofuels policy, the Renewable

As a result, even in those markets most invested in

Energy Directive.

supporting the development of biofuels, such as the EU
and the US, the debate is being driven not by serious

However, other factors had a significant impact on the rising

policy considerations, but significant misrepresentations of

prices of commodities. Not least of those were record

fact. One of the prevailing misunderstandings is that

prices for crude petroleum oil. As it is the world’s primary

biofuel mandates are diverting agriculture production

energy source and a feedstock for agriculture inputs,

away from food – the ‘food vs fuel’ notion. Fortunately, this

increased prices invariably translated to higher production

is a myth.

costs for food – and higher food costs for consumers.
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Regardless of the circumstances of higher input costs for

For instance, a 2011 study by the Grain Farmers of Ontario

agricultural

mandates

(GFO) notes that the UN Food and Agriculture

nevertheless grasped the significance of the higher food

Organisation has found that global food demand has been

prices and effectively associated the phenomenon with the

increasing by 1.1% annually. GFO itself has found that global

new agriculture-based energy source.

grain production had increased by 1.5% annually for the

products, critics

of

biofuel

past 20 years. As a result of keeping up with global demand,
As a result, policy makers the world over have sought to

grain producers are able to meet demand for both food

account for the impact that biofuel policies, and particular

and fuel needs.

feedstocks, have on food markets, while also watching
vigilantly for how increased demand for biofuels will

Satisfying demand

impact agricultural sustainability. For instance, the EU is

Much like grains, oil palm expansion has been largely driven

mulling the application of Indirect Land-use Change

by food demand. In a recent discussion paper, the

(ILUC) criteria, whereby the indirect effects of biofuel

International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) found

production

that expansion is being driven primarily by increased

are

accounted

for

in

assessing

the

sustainability of feedstocks.

demand from both developing and developed countries.
This is due in part to rising and increasingly wealthy

However,

subsequent

developing-world populations stimulating demand, the

research has found the

removal of trade distorting subsidies and efforts to secure

concept of ‘food vs fuel’

healthier, trans-fats free vegetable oils in the EU and US.

to

be

wildly

inaccurate. In fact,

‘Reduced support policies in the soybean sector in line

while experts still

with the policies of the World Trade Organisation and

debate

the

increased demand for edible oil in large developing

origins of the

countries (China and India) were reportedly generating

2007/08

palm oil growth even before the introduction of biofuel

commodity

policies and have continued to push Malaysia and

price crisis, they

Indonesia to increase their palm oil production,’ the

agree that biofuel

authors stated in the report.

demands have
resulted in a

And IFPRI's analysis notes the significant benefits

commensurate

associated with oil palm expansion for palm oil producers

increase

in

agriculture
investment

10

through rising incomes and an increase in investment in
the sector.

and

therefore, there is

Unfortunately, the legacy of the ‘food vs fuel’ myth has

only

limited

proven far more damaging. The result has been the

competition between

emergence of loud, vocal campaigns against agriculture

food and fuel needs.

expansion and investment.
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The current debate in Europe over the application of

Furthermore, advances

ILUC criteria biofuels is a case in point. While Western

being made in Malaysia

environmental NGOs (WENGOs) and their political

demonstrate the real

suppor ters decry the fluctuation in commodity prices

energy potential from

and the misplaced belief that food crops are competing

agriculture

with energy crops, they are advancing policies that

any

competition

would harm all par ties – whether they are energy

with

food

consumers in the West or food consumers in emerging

through the use

economies.

of biomass. In

without

–

Malaysia alone, the
After all, agriculture commodities are rarely cultivated for

oil

palm

industry

a specific market, but rather to meet general demand. A

generates 80 million tonnes of biomass

small farmer in Selangor, Malaysia, is not interested in

annually. This is set to increase to 100 million tonnes

where the palm oil from the fresh fruit bunches is destined

by 2020.

– only that there is a market for the product. But with the
application of ILUC criteria, the ability of more small

Through initiatives such as the Global Science and

farmers to cultivate oil palm and benefit from the income

Innovation Advisory Council and the Malaysia Industry-

will be severely limited. This is what is being proposed by

Government Group for High Technology, Malaysia is

WENGOs and the EU through the application of ILUC

developing new technologies and processes to harness

criteria.

biomass as an energy and consumer goods resource. Not
only will this reduce demand for palm oil for consumer

The world population is expected to reach 9 billion by

goods and energy, which together account for about 20% of

2050, translating to another 2 billion people who will

demand, but it will also significantly increase the value of oil

need to be fed. Even today, 900 million people remain

palm cultivation.

hungry and unable to access the abundance of food that
is being produced. This is not the result of food crops

IFPRI notes that oil palm cultivation increased nine-fold

being diverted to biofuels, but fundamental market

from 1980-2009, driven by both a desire to reduce

failures such as reduced agriculture investment and poor

pover ty in Malaysia and Indonesia as well as to meet the

infrastructure.

ever increasing demand for vegetable oil from the
world.

Rather than endeavoring to limit the expansion and
cultivation of agriculture through proposals such as ILUC

If the world is to be fed and provided with clean, renewable

and smear campaigns against producers, WENGOs and

energy amid 2 billion more people, this effort will need to

their allies in the European and American governments

be replicated. And it can – through Malaysian research and

should be advocating greater investment and development

the oil palm’s unmatched efficiency.

to meet demand. In this manner, biofuel mandates are a
panacea in themselves, creating a market to stimulate
investment in agriculture production.

MPOC
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T

he hype in the lead-up to the Felda Global

national income per capita. Last year alone, Malaysia

Ventures Holding IPO at the end of June and the

produced 18.91 million tonnes of palm oil and exported

success of its recent rights issue to institutional

17.99 million tonnes – worth over RM83 billion and

investors indicate that Malaysian palm oil continues to have

comprising 46.27% of world palm oil exports.

the backing of markets.
At the beginning of this year, Plantation Industries and
Arguably, no one has a better appreciation of its

Commodities Minister, the Hon.Tan Sri Bernard Dompok, set

development potential than the hundreds of thousands of

the objective of RM85 billion in palm oil export earnings and

smallholders who account for 40% of the land under oil

has recently confirmed that this remains the target for 2012.

palm cultivation in Malaysia.
In spite of weak economic growth in Europe, strong
Malaysian Palm Oil Council CEO Dr Yusof Basiron recently

demand from emerging economies like Pakistan, China and

paid tribute to their vital contribution to this industry as

India have helped the industry. With the focal point of world

well as the nation’s development. In his words, “none of the

economic growth shifting to the East, new opportunities for

great successes in the market enjoyed by palm oil would be

investing in this miracle crop are opening up as

possible without the hard work and dedication of Malaysia’s

consumption of palm oil increases significantly.

small farmers”.
Palm oil exports to India have doubled between the first

12

Today, the palm oil industry is the fourth-largest contributor

quarter of 2011 and the first quarter of 2012, while Pakistan

to the national coffers, accounting for around 8% of gross

remains the second-largest importer of palm oil from Malaysia.
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Palm biomass potential

technology advancement front, 12 mills have embarked on

The future of the palm oil sector in Malaysia is set to move

the development of biogas plants and the government has

even further ahead with the implementation of the

called for 500 additional mills to adopt biogas capture

Economic Transformation Programme’s Entry Point Projects,

technologies by 2021.

under which financial support is being made available for
industry players from a variety of sectors including oil palm.

Trapping methane from palm oil mill effluent is particularly

Several of the projects are looking to harness the energy

attractive as this would not only allow another untapped

potential of by-products like oil palm biomass.

potential source of energy to be put to more productive
use, but it would also make the industry even greener than

Palm biomass – such as lumber, fronds and empty fruit

is already the case.

bunches - is estimated to be able to provide 5.67 exajoules
of energy annually; that is over three and a half more times

Enabling environment

the energy value of palm oil, or more than most countries

Malaysia is well aware that, while it is likely to continue

consume in an entire year. This energy will be used in power

to benefit from rapid growth and contribute significantly

generation for local industries as well as transportation and

– together with Indonesia – to the global supply of palm

shipping – providing a less costly alternative to conventional

oil for at least another decade, several Asian neighbours

fuels and competing biomass fuel sources that are currently

and African countries have ventured into oil palm

being tested in the West.

cultivation.

While the use of palm biomass to create biofuel is still in its

While Malaysia remains the preferred source of palm oil for

infancy, it faces high entry barriers in developed countries

many countries – thanks to the superior quality of its

due to significant pressure from environmental activist

product and the ease of doing business – it is cognizant of

groups that depict palm oil as an ‘environmentally

the need to ensure that this vital sector of the economy

unfriendly’ source of energy.

continues to benefit from an enabling environment that
allows it to flourish.

This could not be further from the truth. The reality is that
Malaysia’s rapid progression to high-income status occurs in

For this reason, Tan Sri Bernard has said that he will shortly

conjunction with some of the most ambitious commitments

present a proposal to the government containing a series of

to conservation and sustainable forest management,

viable options, including a reassessment of the tax structure

meaning that the lack of available land is a major concern

and ways to balance the interests of both the upstream

for the upstream industries.

sectors and downstream refiners.

For these reasons, the main focus of research by the

All developments related to Malaysia’s palm oil sector

Malaysian Palm Oil Board is on increasing yields; this

today – increasing the importance of economic trade

happens primarily via the introduction of higher quality

ties, research and development spending, as well as

seeds and seedlings for local plantation usage, but also

biogas and biomass projects – are helping to grow the

through initiatives like those taken by the National

full potential of the oil palm beyond what has been

Monitoring, Performance Management and Delivery Unit

achieved to date.

(Pemandu). In the coming years, it aims to clear a backlog of
over 300,000 ha of low-yielding palm trees aged over 25

The oil palm looks set to continue outperforming other

years that need replanting; these will be replaced with

oilseeds – and perhaps soon, other sources of fuel as well –

younger, higher yielding varieties.

as one of the most land efficient, high yielding and versatile
crops in the world.

Pemandu has also identified a series of other priorities such
as implementing biogas capture technologies. On the

MPOC
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Markets

T

he last eight weeks have been tumultuous for the palm
oil market. BMD futures peaked at RM3,628 on April
10 and then fell back almost RM600. The commodities
scenario has darkened considerably in the world at large.
The main catalyst as far as palm oil prices are concerned has
been the fall in crude oil price, by almost US$20/barrel. The logic
is that biodiesel demand is the swing factor; and as the price of
crude oil falls, biodiesel becomes uncompetitive. There are also
reservations in traders’ minds about expansion of food demand
this year. As the IMF has cut its growth forecast for the world,
commodity prices have declined.
The market’s optimism about growth in China, and to some
extent India, has also not come to fruition. With each decline in
Chinese manufacturing indices, commodity prices have fallen.

14
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India has not helped matters with the self-inflicted problems that
its economy faces. This has led to extreme weakness in the
Rupee and a shocking decline in industrial production.
The weakness of the Rupee has made imports very expensive
and has weakened my theory of the ‘Indian Biting Point’ for RBD
palm olein. I have to say that the weakness of the Rupee, beyond
52:1US$ was unexpected and caught the Indian industry by
surprise. Let us hope that the government will soon take steps
to improve investor sentiment.
These are all macro factors. On the specific fundamentals of palm
oil, they could not have become more bullish than what we have
seen in the last three months. In November 2011, I had forecast
that CPO production in 2012 would be a problem. In March 2012,
my estimate for Malaysia was a range of 18.6-19 million tonnes.

With regard to India, the single biggest disappointment has been
the decline in the value of the Rupee. This has made the
problem of imported inflation even more acute. The economy
and the stock market have not performed well and are now
suffering the impact of slow growth in the rest of the world.
Palm oil imports thus far are well ahead of the previous year but
from now, the monthly figure will be almost the same as in the
previous year. The period of out-performance has come to an
end.
There has been a dramatic decline in the rate of seasonal
growth in CPO production thus far in 2012 (Table 1). The
decline is truly staggering and something we have not seen in
years, especially since it comes on the heels of the most
staggering rates of seasonal growth in 2011.
Production between January and February 2012 exceeded that
of 2011 by 320,000 tonnes. But between March and May,
production declined by about 820,000 tonnes.
So within the first five months of the
year, there has been a cumulative
deficit of almost 500,000 tonnes.
I expect the same struggling
niggardly performance from the
oil palm sector in Malaysia in June
and July. It is conceivable that the
year-on-year deficit from January
to July will be a record 900,000
tonnes. The earliest month when some
kind of recovery can be expected will be
in August. We have to wait to see if production can rival the big
monthly numbers of 1.86 million tonnes and 1.9 million tonnes
in 2011.
Palm oil demand
On the whole, demand growth for palm oil has been
disappointing. China’s imports have been below expectation.
Its general level of economic activity this year has been
subdued, and the GDP growth rate has slowed to between 6%
and 8%. Companies are feeling the effects of a stronger Yuan,
higher wages and falling profits. Inflation in the price of items of
daily consumption is also quite high. Therefore the consumer
of vegetable oils has tightened his belt and we have not seen
the strong year-on-year rise in consumption as in the past.
There is a similar story in many markets in the developing
world.

I had previously explained the Indian ‘Biting Point’ for RBD palm
olein demand for the current year, at 60,000 Rupees/tonne in
wholesale. In March, this had translated to a FOB price of
US$1,160 with the Dollar at 50 Rupees. There was scope for
raising the Biting Point in line with annual food inflation of 7-8%
per annum. If the Biting Point were to be raised to 65,000
Rupees, it would translate to US$1,250 FOB.
With the decline of the Rupee to 52:1US$, the Biting
Point has been lowered to US$1,025 FOB. With
domestic inflation, even if the Biting Point were raised
to 65,000 Rupees it would translate to only US$1,120
FOB. With declining commodity prices, India’s food
inflation will fall in the coming months and therefore it
may be prudent to raise the Biting Point to 62,000
Rupees only.
I am not factoring in the projected upward revision of tariff
value on RBD palm olein by the Indian government. If it
happens, it will only shift demand from imported RBD palm
olein to domestically refined RBD palm olein. Since CPO enjoys
nil import duty, the price of local RBD palm olein will not be
affected by an upward revision of tariff value.
I feel confident that India will import about 9.475 million tonnes
of vegetable oils as I had outlined in March for the Oil Year
November 2011 to October 2012. I had also said that, if prices
run up the Indian government will refrain from revising the tariff
value upwards due to the threat of food price inflation. Now
that prices have declined, this is back on the agenda. A decision
to raise the tariff value to market level should be expected.
The replacement of RBD palm olein imports with a larger
volume of CPO will also have an impact on the price of stearin
and PFAD. India may begin to export RBD stearin, and raw
material for its soap and oleochemicals industry will be available
in ample measure.
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With the upward revision of India’s tariff value, other consumer
countries will also think of doing something for their refining and
processing industries. Once Malaysia’s Felda Global Ventures
Holding IPO is out of the way and warmly received, its
government will be in a position to respond to the Indonesian
export tax changes. So, the next few months will be very
exciting, both because of regulatory changes and market
volatility.
The third critical development on the demand side has been
the decline in the price of crude oil. If we take Brent crude,
prices have fallen by about US$20-25/barrel. This has meant
that the consumption of biodiesel for non-mandatory or
discretionary use has been reduced to almost nothing. We are
down to mandatory use only. It is quite possible that, this year,
we could see very little growth in biodiesel demand compared
with 2011.
Currency factors have also come into play. The physical supply
and demand for soybean are extremely bullish. However, the
Brazilian Real has fallen by almost 10% against the US Dollar in
the last six weeks. This factor has put pressure on soybean prices
and has also boosted chances of a big increase in plantings for
next year.
In times of economic
difficulty, the US Dollar has
become a safe haven
currency and is getting
stronger with each day of
the crisis. A strong Dollar
is anathema to commodity
prices. As you will recall, I
was expecting a soft Dollar all
the way until the US presidential
election in November. So this factor
has also worked against higher prices.
Oilseeds production
Rapeseed: We will need to actively watch the weather in Europe,
the Ukraine and Russia, to see if production comes up to
expectation. The latest news is that it has been very wet in parts
of Canada and some acreage has had to be abandoned.
Sunflower seed: We will have to follow the weather in the
Ukraine and Russia very closely, also keeping in mind that history
does not support the chances of two huge crops in succession.
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Groundnut and cotton seed: Overall groundnut production will
decline slightly. Last year’s bumper production of cotton seed will
give us more oil this year.
Soybean: Following the last USDA report, the situation in old
crop as well as new crop beans has turned very bullish. Funds
were extremely long on soybean futures with record length. In
times of panic, the line of least resistance is downwards. We saw
massive liquidation in beans, as well as oil and meal. The spat
between Spain and Argentina has also led to problems for
Argentina in placing all its soybean methyl ester in export
markets.
The June USDA report will give us a very good idea of soybean
and corn plantings and the likely supply and demand for the new
crop. China’s imports of soybean remain strong and it is one of
the few silver linings on the demand front.
It is my belief that later in the year, for the OND position, the
cash basis for soybean oil will be very strong and some of that
strength will have to find its way into the Chicago soybean oil
futures too.
With growth in the world economy being revised downwards, I
am reducing my estimate of growth in food demand for oilseeds
to only 2 million tonnes in 2012.
I expect biodiesel demand worldwide to expand only by 1
million tonnes and even this may have to be revised downwards.
One of the reasons is the effect of double counting of waste oils
and used cooking oil.
Hence, total demand at current prices is now expected to
expand by about 3 million tonnes only. We can see that
Incremental Supply is poised to exceed Incremental Demand
despite the problems in CPO production this year (Table 2).
Price outlook
Some reports indicate problems with the Indian monsoon rains.
There is also a strong chance of an El Nino phenomenon from
August. The initial effect of this hot and dry weather will be to
accelerate the ripening of oil palm fresh fruit bunches, leading to
higher CPO production in the first few months. It will however
affect sentiment in the longer term. I am not considering any
such effect in preparing my price outlook because I am all too
aware that the time horizon of the average palm oil trader is
about 10 days forward.

If we have an announcement of QE3 and a new round of
European QE (which they call LTRO) or an announcement of
stimulus from China, we should expect CPO futures to bounce
back immediately and rise over the next few months to a peak
of RM3,500.
If Malaysia introduces a compulsory export tax on CPO with
very few or no exemptions, BMD futures will reflect domestic
prices and will therefore fall by the amount of the export tax.
I also expect:

I am assuming a big corn crop in US to be
September. In this year of the presidential
present two scenarios – with some form
Easing (QE3) and another without any such
also presumed Brent crude to trade in a
US$90 and $110.

harvested from
election, I shall
of Quantitative
stimulus. I have
range between

What are the threats to my forecast?
• The biggest threat comes from Europe and a possible collapse
of the Euro leading to a fall in commodity prices.
• The second-biggest threat would be weather related with
acute drought in Ukraine-Russia or an extended period of
hot and dry weather in parts of the US.
Ramadan demand so far has not come up to expectation for
palm oil. If we do not have an announcement of QE3, I believe
CPO prices can fall to a level of RM2,700-2,800 on the BMD.
They could then recover to a level of RM3,300 as low prices
stimulate demand once again.
If we have a repeat of the 2008 scenario, CPO futures could
even collapse to RM2,200. At that level, the Indonesian export
duty on CPO becomes zero and therefore there will be some
temptation to sell the market down. The likelihood of such a
collapse is no more than 20% at present, but traders should be
mindful of the possibility.

• Crude degummed soybean oil prices in the next few months
to bottom out at US$1,000 FOB and then recover to US$1,200
towards the end of the year
• The new crop sunflower oil to trade below soybean oil once
again this year for a short period, and then recover to the
same levels as soybean oil, given average expected crops in
the Ukraine and Russia
• Rapeseed oil to trade at a premium to soybean oil; even if
canola production expands 10% in 2012, this increase will be
absorbed very comfortably
• Lauric oils to decline from current levels with palm kernel oil
at a premium of US$200 to CPO prices; coconut oil may
remain at a discount to crude palm kernel oil for the next
couple of months, but it should gradually remove that discount
We are today in very uncertain and volatile markets. I trust you
all realise that the job of a forecaster is extremely difficult when
sentiment depends on the political developments of the next
day. Some have started saying that the sun is setting over the
cyclical bull market in commodities. We shall have to wait and
see. There are more immediate problems to be resolved in
Europe and the US.
As regards the fundamentals, there are now definite signs of an
emerging El Nino. If these prove accurate, prices will recover
faster than most people expect.
Dorab E Mistry

I no longer expect prices to reach RM4,000 in view of the
changed macro-economic scenario outlined earlier. My forecast
of the fundamentals of CPO production was correct but the
macro situation has been very poor.

Director, GODREJ International Ltd
This is an edited version of the paper presented in June at POTS India 2012, held in
Mumbai.
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E

dible oils and fats are essential ingredients for a
wholesome and balanced diet. The World Health
Organisation (WHO) has recommended that the total

fat intake as a percentage of energy should not be less than 15%
or exceed 30%. So, oils and fats play an important role in the
food sector.
What is required now is to assess the minimum and
optimum nutritional requirement of edible oils in
accordance with the WHO recommendations, among

2011-12, the annual requirement of edible oil in 2012-13 is

various segments of the population. The total amount of

estimated at 155.46 lakh tonnes or 555.21 lakh tonnes in terms

visible and non-visible sources of edible oils should be

of oilseeds.

considered in formulating an appropriate plan of action to
meet any nutritional deficit.

India’s annual per capita consumption of edible oils increased
steadily from 4kg in the 1970s to 10.2kg in the late 1990s, to

Table 1 shows India’s annual demand for oilseeds and edible oils

current levels of about 13.5-14kg. However, this still ranks well

based on a bahavioural approach, and using projections by the

below the world average of about 24kg (including consumption

Expert Group set up under the Ministry of Agriculture by the

of bio-energy), thereby signifying the high growth potential of the

Planning Commission. Based on the growth rate in 2010-11 and

edible oils industry.
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This sector remains the principal source
of livelihood for more than 58% of India’s
population.

Compared

to

other

countries, India faces a greater challenge.
With only a 2.3% share of the world’s
total land area, it has to ensure food
security for its people who make up
about 17.5% of the global population.
In spite of the fact that indigenous
production of oilseeds has considerably
increased since Independence, it is still
inadequate to meet the demand for
edible oils.The main reason is that oilseed
productivity

has

remained

almost

stagnant, while demand has been growing
because of the improved standard of
living and consequent increase in per
capita consumption and population
growth.
At about 1,193 kg/ha, Indian oilseed
yields are about half of the world’s
average and less than one-third that of
leading producers. India is the fifth largest

More than any other oilseed crop, oil

The possibility of cultivating genetically

oilseed-crop producer. With 27.47 million

palm could help meet the rising demand

modified oilseeds should be considered

ha, it has the world’s largest area under

for edible oils in India as the crop

to improve yields and production, taking

oilseed cultivation. It is the world’s highest

produces 6-8 tonnes/oil/ha per year,

into account the relative economic

producer of castor seed, second-largest

compared to less than 0.5 tonnes from

benefits,

producer of groundnut and third biggest

other oilseeds. Palm oil could significantly

concerns and other related issues

producer of rapeseed.

reduce the gap between demand and

bio-safety,

environmental

Minimum Support Price (MSP) of

supply.

oilseeds

The oilseeds are grown mainly on
marginal and sub-marginal lands under

It is essential for India to increase the

To promote oilseeds cultivation and

low input usage. Moreover, less than 25%

availability of vegetable oils from all

provide remunerative prices to farmers

of the oilseed area is irrigated, rendering

domestic resources by encouraging

for their produce, the MSP of oilseeds is

cultivation vulnerable to weather-related

diversification of land from food grains to

revised from time to time. India is

yield risks. This has resulted in slow

oilseeds; increasing

of

primarily an agricultural economy and it is

growth in oilseed production and

oilseeds; and fully exploiting non-

imperative that the farmers should get

continued low yields.

traditional domestic sources.

remunerative prices.

productivity
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The

COOIT

had

requested

the

government to enhance the MSP for
oilseeds at least by 30-40%. The
government has now broadly considered
the proposals of COOIT in the case of
oilseed crops of 2011-12.
The MSP of mustard/rapeseed has been
increased from Rs1,850 per quintal to
Rs2,500, or an increase of 35.1%. The
MSP of safflower has risen from Rs1,800

under Open General Licence (OGL)

November 2011 to March 2012, the

per quintal to Rs2,500 (up by 38.9%).This

subject to 65% of basic Customs duty.

volume was 370,600 tonnes compared

is an important step for the domestic

Subsequently imports of other edible oils

to 302,400 tonnes (up by 22.55%) during

oilseeds sector.

were also placed under OGL, except for

the corresponding period last year. This

coconut oil.

has affected the production of domestic

There is a need for a coherence, stability

oils, as farmers can derive better returns

and equilibrium of policy between levels

In order to harmonise the interests of

of MSP for oilseeds and the consequent

farmers, processors and consumers – as

level of import duties on various edible

well as regulate large volumes of

To alleviate the situation, import duty on

oils. The MSP for oilseeds could be

imported edible oils to the extent

all

edible

oils

revised from time to time in such a way

possible – the import duty structure on

monitored

and

that derived costs of domestic oils

edible oils is reviewed from time to time.

measures taken to eliminate the adverse

obtained from the domestic oilseeds are

In February 2005, the import duty on

impact of substantial imports of edible

on par with the landed cost of imported

crude palm oil/crude palm olein was

oils on the interests of oilseed farmers.

oils.

raised to 80% and import duty on

Edible oil imports

from growing other crops.

should

be

effective

closely
remedial

refined palm oil/RBD palm olein was

Removing impediments to CPO

raised to 90%.

imports

India’s dependence on edible oil imports

CPO of edible grade, in loose or bulk

has increased to about 50%, which is not

Thereafter, the import duty on edible oils

form

desirable from the National Food

was gradually reduced. With effect from

processing/refining, is being imported

Security angle. In pursuance of the

April 1, 2008, the import duty rates on

under OGL in accordance with the

government’s policy of liberalisation,

crude vegetable oils of edible grade and

government’s liberalised policy. Time and

there have been progressive changes in

refined edible vegetable oils have been

again, such consignments have been

the import policy in respect of edible oils

reduced to Nil and 7.5% respectively.

detained at ports on the pretext of non-

over the past few years.

intended

for

further

conformity with standards in respect of
Over the last two decades, India has

acid value/rancidity prescribed for edible

Edible oils, which were in the negative list

become the world’s largest importer of

palm oil.

of imports, were first de-canalised

vegetable oils. It absorbed 837,100

partially in April 1994, when imports of

tonnes in Oil Year 2010-11, compared to

Under the law, imported CPO, similar to

edible vegetable palm olein were placed

882,300 tonnes the previous year. From

domestic raw/crude solvent extracted
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oils, is not considered edible as such.
Hence, it cannot conform to the quality
standards prescribed for edible palm oil
under the Food Safety and Standards
(Food Products Standards and Food
Additives) Regulations 2011, until it is
refined.
Action is therefore required to resolve
such problems permanently and to
provide relief to importers in order to
maintain adequate availability of safe

effective rate of import duty on RBD

821,960 tonnes compared to 461,034

edible oils for the benefit of consumers,

palm olein comes to only about 2-3%,

tonnes in the same period last year.

as well as to eliminate possible disruption

rather than 7.5%.

to supply.

Local oil palm farmers, who may also be
As a result, RBD palm olein imports went

affected adversely by substantial imports of

Domestic vegetable oil industry

up from 113,000 tonnes in 2005-06 to

RBD palm olein, deserve more support

The domestic turnover of the vegetable

108,200 tonnes in 2010-11, primarily on

from the government to maintain/enhance

oil industry is about US$1,800 crores and

account of non-alignment of its tariff

growth of the sector. This is particularly

the import-export turnover is about

value with the prevailing international

because the government has announced in

US$900 crores per annum, consisting of

market price.

its Budget proposals for 2011-2012 an

US$630 crores for vegetable oil imports

allocation of Rs300 crores to bring 60,000

and US$270 crores for the export of

This

seeds, meal, oils and fats primarily from

processing/refining

tree-borne oilseeds.

comprises over 150,000 oil mills, 810

has

hit

the

domestic
industry

oil

ha under oil palm, as well as an initiative to

which

yield about 3 lakh tonnes of palm oil
annually in five years.

solvent extraction plants, 128 vanaspati
To check instances of under-invoicing, the

units and 1,060 refineries. According to

The authorities should therefore take

government began fixing tariff values on

available

urgent remedial action to protect the

imports of certain edible oils with effect

capacity utilisation of the refineries is

processing/refining

from Aug 3, 2001. This was followed by

about 35%, leaving large unutilised

which many refineries are likely to be

periodic revisions in accordance with

capacity due to want of crude oils.

closed. This would also discourage

information,

the

average

variations in the international prices of

industries,

failing

domestic oil palm farmers, leading to

such oils. There has been no revision of

The impact will be hardest on the

unemployment of lakhs of people directly

tariff values on edible oils since Sept 15,

vegetable oils industry, which has invested

or indirectly associated with the domestic

2006.

more than US$180 crores and employs

vegetable oils sector.

more than 10 lakh people directly and
The CIF price of RBD palm olein on May

many more indirectly. An alarming trend

Edible oil exports

8, 2012 was US$1,163/tonne (Table 5),

was seen from November 2011 to

Exports of all oilseeds such as HPS

while import duty is being levied on the

March 2012, in that RBD palm olein

groundnut, sesame seed, sunflower seed

tariff value, i.e. US$484/tonne. Thus, the

imports rose sharply by 78.29% to

and mustard seed have been made free
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without any quantitative or licensing

supply to that extent. But such as step

product, has an impact on the livelihood

requirements. Extractions are freely

would

of a large number of farmers.

exportable.

farmers to target higher production due

Exports of edible oils, which had been

certainly

encourage

oilseed

to better returns from export of their

The COOIT has, therefore, suggested

produce.

that sensitive essential items of mass

free, were initially banned w.e.f March 17,

consumption like edible oils, oilseeds and

2008. However, w.e.f April 1, 2008 the

oil meal should either be wholly

restriction was partially lifted in respect

exempted or taxed at the lowest slab

of coconut oil (through Cochin Port) and

rate, on par with food grains and pulses

certain oils produced from minor forest

under the proposed GST structure, and

origin.Then, vide a Notification dated Nov

should be the same in all States.

20, 2008 and issued by the Department
of Commerce, exports of edible oils

Subsidised edible oils

were permitted in branded consumer

To provide relief to poorer sections of

packs of up to 5kg, subject to a limit of

society from rising prices, the Central

10,000 tonnes for a year. This was

Government introduced a scheme to

extended up to October 2010 vide a

distribute 10,000 tonnes of edible oils in

Notification dated Sept 4, 2009.

2008-09 at a subsidy of Rs15/kg through
State Governments/Union Territories at
1 litre per ration card per month.

The ban on edible oil exports – apart
from the stipulated waivers – was

An additional subsidy of Rs10/kg was

extended up to September 2011 and
then to September 2012. However, the

Government intervention

provided from January to March 2009 on

circumstances under which the ban was

Tax rates

oils

imposed no longer exist and have

The Empowered Committee of State

Undertakings (PSUs). Five PSUs have

become obsolete. Exports, if freely

Finance Ministers is finalising tax rates

been

allowed, are unlikely to cross 0.5-0.6 lakh

under the proposed Goods and Service

importing, refining and packing subsidised

tonnes per annum.

Tax (GST). This will integrate most of the

edible oils, and distributing this to the

existing

Essential

States. The scheme has been extended,

This is negligible compared to edible oil

commodities are highly price sensitive

currently up to Sept 30, 2012. The

imports of 56,000 tonnes in 2007-08;

and any inflationary impact is reflected in

COOIT has proposed that the scheme

82,000 tonnes in 2008-09; 88,000 tonnes

the Consumer Price Index. Edible oil is

be strengthened and extended to all

in 2009-10; and 84,000 tonnes in 2010-

one

States/ Union Territories.

11. Based on the 37,060 tonnes

consumption, being used as a cooking

imported from November 2011 to

medium across the country.

indirect

such

taxes.

commodity

of

mass

March 2012, imports for 2011-12 are
estimated at 88,940 tonnes.

imported
entrusted

by

Public

with

the

Sector
job

of

PK Sardar

Edible oils and oilseeds deserve to be

Executive Director

classified under a lower rate as they are

Central Organisation for Oil Industry and

Edible oils exports, if allowed even by

price sensitive essential commodities.

Trade & Former Chief Director and Edible

1,000 tonnes, would only reduce excess

Moreover, edible oil, being an agro-based

Oils Commissioner, Government of India
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T

here has been an intense

20% since the star t of June amid

75.3 million acres, or 2.3 million acres

tug-of-war

deteriorating crop prospects.

above the June projection. However, the

between

the

supply and demand camps in

increased harvested area could not

the commodities market. The supply

The latest USDA report pegged US

compensate for the significant reduction

camp is bullish amid poor US weather,

soybean output for 2012/13 at 3.05

in yield.

which has affected the soybean crop;

billion bushels, lower than its previous

the demand camp is sceptical about

estimate of 3.205 billion, as yield has been

In Asia, the delayed monsoon rains in

prospects due to the gloomy world

reduced to 40.5 bushels/acre from 43.9

India have pulled down sowing of Kharif

economic outlook.

bushels/acre. The 2012/13 US soybean

oilseeds by 29% to 26.55 lakh ha versus

end stock is estimated at 0.13 billion

37.35 lakh ha in the same period last year.

bushels versus 0.14 billion bushels in June.

Soybean sowing to date is down 25.5%

The USDA rated 40% of the US
soybean crop as ‘good to excellent’,

year-on-year at 18.99 lakh ha versus 25.

down 5% points from last week after the

Global soybean end stocks were revised

recent heat wave. This rating is by far the

lower for same period to 55.66 million

lowest for early July since 1988. The

tonnes from 58.54 million tonnes in June.

The Indian Meteorological Department

soybean price has soared more than

The harvested area was estimated at

highlighted

lakh ha.

that

the

southwest
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monsoon rainfall has been 25% below
normal

thus

far.

However,

the

weakness of the Indian Rupee against
the US Dollar since the star t of 2012
may limit India’s appetite for impor ted
edible oils, despite the shor tfall in local
supply.

On the other side of the coin, global
demand for commodities including palm
oil and soybean may fall short of
expectations as the spreading European
debt crisis has taken a toll on world
growth and corporate earnings.

Japan’s machinery orders, an indicator of
capital spending, fell 14.8% in May from
the previous month. China’s gross
domestic product may have expanded
only 7.7% in the second quar ter,

June went up by 8.71% to 1,531,111

on-month from the 426,914 tonnes

following an 8.1% increase in the first

tonnes, bringing end-month stocks to

(SGT) and 420,592 tonnes (ITS) shipped

quarter, the weakest growth in three

1,699,117 tonnes.

from June 1-10.

reported to have axed 27,000 jobs in

But on the back of weaker demand post-

Price trend

June alone.

Ramadan, inventory should start to build

Crop-threatening weather will be the

up in the coming months. Hypothetically,

price supporting catalyst through H2. A

Central banks around the world have

if production goes up more than 10%

price rally may even be in the horizon if

been implementing easing policies but

and exports go down more than 10% in

the

the result so far has been less than

July, the end-month inventory may

According

encouraging. The sustainability of such

possibly shoot above 1.9 million tonnes

prediction report by CPC of NOAA,

measures is also in question.

again.

there is a 50% chance that El Nino

years.

Australian

companies

are

economic
to

situation
the

improves.

latest

ENSO

conditions will develop during H2. The
CPO output in Malaysia has been good

Two

have

probability of occurrence will increase

and will continue to improve despite the

separately estimated Malaysian palm oil

to 40% from July and hit 50% in

production shortfall experienced in H1.

exports from July 1-10 to stand at

September (Figure 1).

According to MPOB, Malaysia's June palm

337,978 tonnes (SGT) and 363,975

oil stocks fell 4.9% to 1,699,117 tonnes

tonnes (ITS). That would represent a dip

A common feature is easily observed

from 1,758,684 tonnes in May. Exports in

of 22.2% (SGT) and 13.5% (ITS) month-

from Figure 2-6. A positive divergence in
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surveyors

RSI was sighted in the BMD CPO, CBoT
soybean oil, NYMEX crude oil, and Dalian
Palm Olein daily charts prior to the
recent price rebound. To be specific, as
prices were trending lower, RSI was
actually moving higher. Many could have
spotted this and happily ridden on the
price surge.

NYMEX WTI crude oil recorded a
recent high of US$88.98/barrel in the
first week of July. Resistance remains at
the US$90/barrel mark and the support
level is currently at $78. The expected
trading range for Q3 is between $78
and $90.

Dalian Palm Olein looks positive with a
possible upside of RMB8,400/tonne
once the immediate resistance of
RMB8,130 is broken. The likely trading
range in Q3 is between RMB7,500 and
RMB8,500.

Bursa Malaysia CPO is testing the
RM3,200/tonne resistance level on the
second attempt. If the price fails to
breach RM3,200, a quick retracement can
be expected. The next resistance is at the

US$0.55 mark. The likely price range in

strengthening of upside momentum. The

RM3,300 level. The support is now seen

Q3 is US$0.47-0.57.

Dollar index will continue to stay firm
with the uncertainty in Europe and no

at the psychological RM3,000 and trend
line RM2,900. Hence, the immediate

The US Dollar outlook is positive, with

hint of further credit easing move by the

trading range in Q3 can be RM2,900-

the uptrend channel intact. It is now

US. A strong Dollar would weigh on

3,300.

testing the resistance of $83.50. A

commodity prices.

breach of the immediate resistance may
CBoT soybean oil bounced off the

send the index to test the next

To conclude, choppy but trendless

support level of US$0.48/lb in mid-June.

resistance level of $85. This is likely to

trading is expected for CPO in the near-

The next resistance is situated at the

happen as ADX is suggesting a

medium term. As some rains are
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forecast in the US and the Indian
monsoon is catching up, prices may
soften amid profit taking. CPO price
should remain weak-ish as a recent
check reveals that the July end-month
stock in Malaysia may surge to near the
‘sensitive’ mark of 2 million tonnes.
Buying interest may come in again in the
later part of Q3 if signs of El Nino
become more apparent.

Report as at July 31, 2012

Ryan Long
Vice-President
OSK Investment Bank Bhd
(Futures and Options)

Disclaimer:
This document has been prepared based on
information from sources believed to be reliable
but we do not make any representations as to
its accuracy. This document is for information only
and opinion expressed will be subjected to
change without notice, and no part of this
document is to be construed as an offer or
solicitation of an offer to transact any securities
or financial instruments whether referred to
herein or otherwise. We shall not be liable for
any negligence, default or lack of care and
accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or
consequential loss arising from any use of this
document.
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Shipping

If one looks at the Singapore Anchorages with hundreds of ships

functioning properly, there are stores that need to be taken on

either lying at anchor, moving through the Straits, coming into

board, documents verified and signed, and countless other small

the berth or leaving, fully loaded for their voyages short or long,

things that must be attended to.

it is easy to think that life at sea is somewhat idyllic.
The water is calm, there is only ever a soft breeze, and Indonesian
islands and the Malaysian coast give the impression of a holiday
paradise. At weekends, especially, there are many pleasure boats
moving around both under power or under sail. Perfect!
Reality for a seaman and for the ship owners is very different.
The ship is needed at the next port earlier than is possible, the
cargo is not ready, there is a problem with the sophisticated
navigation systems that must be fixed, the rudder is not
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Once at sea, depending on the route, there are pirates, the

Many years ago I was running a chemical tanker service between

weather, engine breakdowns, changes in orders, care of the cargo

the East Coast of the US and Europe. The sailing time from

and a multitude of other items that can cause the calm life at sea

Rotterdam to New York, in normal conditions, was 10 days and

to become hectic and dangerous.

most of the time the ships ran like clockwork, give or take a day
or two. In the winter we sailed on a more southern route than

Let me take two of these and elaborate.

in the summer. The southern route was longer in normal
weather but could be a lot shorter than the northern route in

Effects of weather
The calm waters of Singapore can be deceptive. When the
weather in other parts of the world gets rough, life can be very
miserable on a ship, not to say very dangerous.
On my first trip to sea, we encountered a hurricane in the
Atlantic Ocean. One wave, later estimated at 600 tons of water,
swept over our bow and removed most of the equipment on
deck. It broke windows, ripped away accommodation ladders
and destroyed all our winches used for mooring the ship.
We had to cut loose damaged equipment on deck while we
were secured to lifelines but under water more often that above
it. We had to clear the electrical system of water to ensure we
did not lose our electrics altogether through a short circuit, and
shore up the broken windows to prevent more water entering.
We lost all our lifeboats and some small sailing boats we had on
the poop deck were smashed to small pieces. Luckily we only
had two bad injuries among the crew, neither life threatening.
To cut a long story short, we arrived in the UK needing eight
tugs to push us alongside the dock due to the loss of winches
and ended up in dry-dock being repaired for one month. As we
were young cadets we were more upset at losing the cargo for
our next voyage which was supposed to have been to Fiji. We
did not think about the complications of having to rearrange the
fleet programme, ensure repairs were carried out satisfactorily
or handle the insurance claims.
It was thus, very early in my career that I learned of the effects of
weather on shipping. I confess that later, when charterers complained
about delays to their cargo, I had very little sympathy and some of
my explanations may not have been the most diplomatic.
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really bad weather.

medical evidence said the seaman would not have survived. That
turned most of his colleagues against him and when I offered to
give the gentleman a free trip across the Atlantic as a passenger
on one of our ships – in winter – our problem disappeared!
Another time during the typhoon season, one of our large
chemical tankers on a trans-Pacific voyage, met a typhoon about
300 miles off Japan. For two days she was actually pushed
backwards by the winds so instead of approaching Japan at the
rate of about 280 miles per day, she was actually going away
from Japan at about 50 miles per day. We updated the receivers
in Japan, Korea and Taiwan twice a day as to the situation. We lost
On one voyage, there was very bad weather in the Atlantic and

a total of four days this time.

we ordered the ship to take the southern route. Even on that
route the sea was rough and one seaman fell and hit his head,

Later when visiting one of the receivers in Taiwan, they listed the

sustaining serious injuries. We diverted the ship to the Canary

differences in stated ETAs on leaving the US (one month before

Islands to get him to hospital as quickly as possible. Luckily he

arrival in Taiwan) against actual arrivals over the year. Their

recovered although he had broken his skull in two places. The

biggest complaint concerned one ship that arrived two days

ship had lost two days.

early! The next was over the ship being four days late and they
went on down to a complaint about a 12-hour delay.

Resuming the voyage the ship encountered a hurricane in the
Atlantic, and for four or five days was making almost no progress

Ships do not run on rails like trains with minor delays but rarely

against the prevailing winds. She arrived in New York eight days

any major problem; ships are far more like buses sometimes

behind the initial schedule. There was a lot of damage on deck

working in heavy traffic (the equivalent to bad weather).

but the ship could go to work immediately and we caught up
one day on the schedule while discharging.

Piracy then and now
There is a lot about piracy in the press these days, especially the

After discharge in New York and Philadelphia we always loaded

shipping press. Piracy is as old a history. The South China Sea, the

cargoes for Europe finishing in Florida. The ship was still one

Atlantic Ocean, the coast of Africa, the Malacca Straits have

week behind the initial schedule and one of our charterers

been, and still are, hot spots of piracy.

complained. They put us on notice that they intended claiming
hundreds of thousands of dollars for disruption to their

Until recently most merchant ships never carried any weapons;

programme.

they were engaged in peaceful trade. There were exceptions: the
Dutch when struggling to control the spice trade in Indonesia,

Two of us flew from Europe to New York to explain the

and the Russians and Israelis had all carried weapons, but they

circumstances to these charterers. We detailed the route, the

were the minority.

accident, the weather and accompanied the explanation with
photos. Our main contact man and complainant maintained we

Thirty years ago the coast of West Africa was noted for piracy,

could have continued to New York and put the injured seaman

especially when lying at anchor off Nigeria waiting for a berth.

ashore there. That would have helped ease his problem but

There is still piracy there and the oil exploration business has
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been hit because they have large structures that do not move

powerful boats. Others are the constant wars that have been

and pirates believe they have legitimate claims against them for

inflicted on Somalia over the years.

employing foreigners and causing pollution that harms their
fishing grounds. The problem is worsening right now as the

These pirates, in Somalia and elsewhere, are excellent seamen.

pirates there seem more willing to take lives to get what they

There is a shortage of seamen, especially good seamen. Maybe

want.

these pirates should be retrained to serve on merchant ships.
This will never work because the ransoms paid are enormous,

The Malacca Straits and the area around Riau Islands have always

running into many millions of dollars. Instead of a steady income,

been an active area for pirates. There are many stories about

the gamble is to get rich for life. One successful attack and they

ships being taken and completely disappearing, turning up in

have untold riches, if the leaders share the proceeds fairly.

some remote port with a different name, flag and, sometimes
different appearance through changes to the superstructure.

Very few pirates are successfully prosecuted if caught. There are

Cargoes have been stolen and crews ransomed. The

international discussions over jurisdiction and human rights that

cooperation between the Malaysian, Indonesian and Singaporean

prevent most cases being brought to court although there are

authorities has reduced the number of attacks in recent years

moves to remedy this. Armed guards on the ships, as well as the

but not all are reported as owners quietly pay the ransoms and

many military ships in the area, have very strict rules of engagement

try to avoid publicity. Their priority is the lives of the crew.

which inhibit their task. The pirates are adept at blending into the
fishing fleets and, as said earlier, are superb seamen.

The worst area over the last few years has been Somalia and the
area of operations of the pirates has expanded to the Indian

Piracy is an international dilemma that needs to be addressed

Ocean and the entrance to the Middle East Gulf. There are

but which will never go away. Nothing that has survived for

warships of many nations patrolling the area and many ship

thousands of years goes away quickly, if at all.

owners are now placing armed guards on board their ships while
transiting the danger zone.

For the ship owners, there are additional costs of insurance
against the piracy as well as the cost of protection, be it armed

The pirates are using captured ships as ‘mother ships’ for their

guards, safe rooms on board or other means of protection.

small boat operations further afield and are avoiding capture

These costs are not always covered by the freights earned and

closer to their coasts as they blend in with legitimate fishing and

charterers have been known to blame the owner for allowing

coastal trading craft.

their ship to be damaged by bad weather or captured by pirates.

There are well over 100 innocent seamen in captivity in Somalia

In conclusion, I would urge charterers to remember the many

at any one time and negotiations to ransom a ship can take

hazards faced by ship owners and the people they employ. So

months. I have one friend working for a ship owner whose hair

next time a ship arrives two days late for loading or discharge,

turned completely white as a result of the pressures on

look at the reasons behind the delay before getting upset with

negotiation, knowing he had the lives of many crew members

the ship owner. Some cargoes can be many months late if they

depending on him doing and saying the right thing.

are of no use to pirates and remain on board during their period
of capture.

The reasons given for this surge in piracy over the last few years
mainly concern the loss of livelihood of many of the local

Charles Barton

fishermen due to over-fishing by other countries with large

Maritime Consultant
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J

ust in case you haven’t heard of Topsy, she was an elephant.

• very large amounts of money, with jobs at stake

Unlike most elephants, she became a highly important part

• public opinion, and its huge influence on which product gets

of a major battle for public opinion with regard to a certain
industry.

accepted
• a major role for the government in what is largely a commercial
business, because of its scale and universal appeal

The era was different (over a century ago), and the industry
involved in the publicity battle was also different from the palm

So what was this industry? Petroleum oil? No. Coal? No. Steel?

oil sector today. But Topsy’s relevance lies in the fact that she was

No. It was: electricity distribution.

in a ‘heart’ campaign, which is critical to the business of winning
over public opinion.

In the latter part of the 1800s, George Westinghouse and Nikola
Tesla had to take on rivals Thomas A Edison and his team. Much

That battle had fundamentals which were strikingly similar to

like the oil palm industry today, Westinghouse and Tesla had to

those facing the palm oil industry:

overcome tactics that were negative and which used the

• a massive market, and one which is highly international

suffering of animals as a key part of the emotional side of the

• a product that ends up in more or less every home

campaign.
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The battle between the two groups became known as the ‘War

of his team-mates, Harold P Brown, to design the infamous

of Currents’. It was about which form of electricity current

electric chair. By 1889 they had persuaded the state of New York

would become the standard for both distribution and the

to approve death by electrocution. On Aug 6, 1890, the first such

majority of uses: AC (alternating current) or DC (direct current).

execution was carried out on William Kemmler. Needless to say,
the electricity was AC.

Today, most of us take for granted the fact that mains electricity
is AC. After all, it is the system used in homes, hotels, hospitals,

The spectacle of Kemmler’s dying turned out to be a messy

shops and factories in all countries. Some use 220-240 volts and

business – it took fully eight minutes from the first switch being

others use 110 volts; some use three-pin plugs and others use

thrown to the man being pronounced dead. Any claims that the

two-pin plugs, and of course, pin dimensions vary widely. But all

electric chair might have made to be a “quick, humane and

use AC.

civilised” method of execution with the “very deadly AC” had
failed. The method came across as slow, barbaric and cruel.

Nowadays, the use of DC is reserved for smaller portable items
such as radios, portable lights, laptops, MP3 players and mobile

Edison and his team persisted. By 1903, he and his team felt that

phones. And we take this for granted too.

their negative campaign against AC needed the boost that
comes from a more graphic demonstration. Enter Topsy, a circus

But had the famous Edison had his way, all the AC items would

elephant that had killed three men. It was deemed that she had

have run on DC. The reason was simple: he had invested heavily

to be destroyed, even though one of the men was a trainer who

in DC. Also, there were the issues of ego and reputation, as

had fed her a lit cigarette for a meal.

Edison had nailed his flag to the DC cause. Unfortunately for
him, Westinghouse and Tesla had made an equally heavy

For Edison, this was a chance too good to miss, so he offered his

investment in AC in terms of finance, effort and intellect.

services. His message was clear: AC can also kill a fully grown

Consequently, neither side was about to back down.

elephant I wouldn’t recommend it, but if you want to watch
Topsy’s demise, you can see a 24-second video in the Wikipedia

Does this sound familiar?

entry, Topsy the elephant.

Edison faced a simple challenge: how to make the industry and

And the winner …

the public want DC. His response was equally simple (and

One of the strange things about the ‘War of Currents’ was that

singular): as demand for electricity grew, all he had to do was to

most of the activity came from Edison. His bold steps in killing a

emphasise the negatives of AC – and DC would automatically fill

wide range of animals, getting AC used in human executions and

the gap. His plan was to focus on safety. So, with his team, he

in the death of Topsy were in no way matched by publicity stunts

began to publicise the negatives of AC which involved:

or anything of a similar nature by Westinghouse and Tesla. By

• killing of cats and dogs

stark contrast their main performance was a massive lighting

• petitioning the authorities to execute criminals by electrocution

display at the 1983 World Fair. This was indeed a ‘talk of the

as an alternative to hanging or firing squads

town’ sort of event, but it had none of the drama of Edison’s
efforts.

In other words, Edison’s campaign to change people’s minds was
about as horrific and gruesome as he could make it. If that meant

And the result? Well, we all know. AC won and DC lost. Or, if you

stepping over the boundaries of what Victorian society might

prefer, Westinghouse and Tesla won, and Edison lost. The big

have considered as being good taste, then so be it.

question is: why?

Edison was successful. He managed to get a lot of visibility for his

At first glance, the Edison team failure is a paradox. After all,

negative message, as well as the support of prominent civil

there were a number of classic branding laws which Edison did

servants for his ‘execution by AC’ idea.The next step was for one

follow.
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1. The ‘plain message rule’: A good rule of branding is to keep

audience. Putting it simply: whatever the event (particularly if it

it simple. All great brands do this: Coke is a refreshing drink,

is emotional), there is a human need to connect it to something

McDonalds is fast food, Nike makes great running shoes, VW

else.

makes high quality mid-range cars, etc. In Edison’s case it was:
AC kills!

Edison displayed graphical and highly emotional images (a cat or
dog, or even human being killed by AC). There is no doubt about

2. Make your brand have impact: If it doesn’t get attention,

the emotional ‘charge’ these events caused. The only question is:

engage people’s interest and have them talking about it,

to what did people connect it? In the case of Edison, the answer

you’ve not done a good branding job. Edison certainly scored

was … Edison himself. After all, it was he (or his team-mates)

high marks here. Nothing gets people’s attention quite like

who actually killed the animals or, at very least, contributed to

gory stuff and death.

the deaths of animals and people.

3. Incontrovertible facts: Although all of Edison’s displays were

Sometimes anchoring phenomena are very hard to control. We

outright propaganda stunts with the maximum amount of

can control the first step in the anchoring process, in this case

theatrics he could manage, they were all factual, truthful and

the electrocution of Topsy. But the second step is where the

non-debatable (there seems to be no record of anyone even

anchoring takes place. In other words: does the audience anchor

making an attempt to debate any of them).

the disgust to AC (as Edison intended) or to Edison and his
team?

Putting it simply, Edison in the ‘War of Currents’ was like the US
in the Vietnam war of the 1960s and 1970s – he won all the

Edison’s thinking was probably that he was ‘just the messenger’

battles, but lost the war. All the propaganda seemed to be

and that the message was not connected to him. But as we all

coming from Edison's side, and equally he seemed to be losing

know, people frequently attach the message they get to the

every time.

messenger. Psychology professor Robert B Cialdini nicely
illustrated the ridiculous extremes of this by citing hate-mail that

But now, over a century later, electricity power distribution

TV weather forecasters received after accurately predicting

is by AC. Even the use of electrocution for the death penalty

storms – as if the forecaster actually caused them!

became more widely used across America until the less
dramatic and quieter lethal injection took over. But

It would be so tempting to say “ah well, there are all kinds of

electrocution is still used in Alabama, Florida, South Carolina

stupid people out there” but that would be dismissing a useful

and Virginia.

tool in the process of winning over people to your point of
view. It would be more accurate to say: anchoring phenomena

What went wrong?

are out there, and they are big drivers of people’s beliefs and

So, what did Edison get wrong?

motivation.

Anchoring

The classic line springs to mind: ‘Ask not for whom the bell tolls,

A pivotal part of neuro linguistics, and how the brain works

it tolls for thee’. This could be put into a modern context with

generally, is that human beings are always looking to make

‘Ask not to which party the negative emotion gets hooked, it

connections. In terms of emotional items, this is phenomenon is

gets hooked to thee’.

called ‘anchoring’.
Negativity
Anchoring is where a connection is made to an external event

Edison’s campaign was entirely negative. It was all about ‘AC is

(a sight, a sound, a smell – in this case, seeing an animal dying)

bad here, and AC is bad there’. While negatively does get a

and an internal state (such as shock or disgust). Needless to say,

reaction out of people, it has not proved to be very successful

anchoring is very important in managing the emotions of one’s

in building brands.
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A classic example of this in marketing was (a few decades ago

comparison would be with fatalities caused by lightening strikes,

now) the Strand cigarette brand. The advertisement shows a

which number in the hundreds per year. A bolt of electricity

lonely guy walking down the street; he sees a bunch of people

doesn’t come in a much more ‘direct current’ manner than

having a party (to which he’s evidently not invited), he keeps

lightning!

walking. He lights up a Strand cigarette, and smiles. Then the line
comes up: ‘You’re never alone with a Strand’. It failed. People

Some commentators reckon that, deep down, Edison was

connected (or if you prefer, anchored) Strand with ‘sad and

beginning to realise these things, and consequently, his

lonely’.

motivation waned.

Coca Cola did the exact opposite around the same era – lots of

Moral of the story

fun, young people, all very good looking and all wanting to ‘buy

So, how can the oils and fats industry benefit from the tale of the

the world a Coke’. Coke flew and Strand crashed, in a parallel

‘War of Currents’?

way to Westinghouse/Tesla and Edison.
1. Don’t be negative. Negativity can work (after all, the electric
Activity assumptions

chair is still being used) and negativity will get you some

Edison and his team were very active, because they assumed

visibility, but more often it doesn’t work. From Strand cigarettes

that to be active was better than to be inactive. Westinghouse

to Edison losing the ‘War of Currents’, negative campaigns

and Tesla were nowhere near as aggressive. Was this inactivity

frequently fail.

part of their grand strategy, or where they just busy doing other
things? Now that all the key players in the AC/DC war are long

And does the palm oil industr y even need to resor t to

gone, we won’t know what they were thinking.

negativity? It has so many positives to focus on – it is efficient,
captures carbon dioxide and is a renewable form of energy.

My guess is that the AC team did the right thing (by being

And, in all of these areas it can only keep improving.

inactive) more by accident than design. Tesla’s strengths were in
science, not in marketing, strategy or propaganda, so the chances

2. Inactivity is always an option. A vocal reaction to a negative

are he was focused on making inventions in his laboratory. By

campaign often gives that campaign more credibility. By being

contrast, Edison was much more of a marketing genius, and one

inactive, you definitely avoid the negative anchors you risk

with a famously strong inclination to massive amounts of action

establishing. Additionally, people aren’t always as receptive to

in his science. Tesla had a much more intellectual style – thinking

a rational argument, as one would like.

more about experiments but having more things that worked
first time.

3. Stick to the science. Now, all these years later, although
Edison and Tesla were both amazing men, Tesla probably gets

Science

the vote as the stronger scientist. Edison’s strength was more

In the end, science was more on the side of Westinghouse/Tesla

in the area of hiring scientists, and for being a marketing

than Edison. After all, both AC and DC can kill, so claiming a

genius.

simple argument that one was more dangerous was really
doomed. Also, the numbers on closer inspection put science on

Let’s also not forget that Edison and his team produced many

the side of AC.

useful inventions, particularly the electric light bulb. Ironically,
these products have become fantastic successes through

It is hard to compare lethality when AC and DC cause different

positive campaigns.

reactions in the human body, but on average, humans can take a
small shock of 110-250V of AC, yet the ‘safe extra low voltage’

Dr Ian L Halsall

(or SELV) tolerance for DC is a much lower 42V. Another

Researcher & Author
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The cultivation of rice began as early as 6,000 BC,
making rice one of the oldest grains grown for food.
Rice is categorised by size as being short grain, medium
grain or long grain. Another way that rice is classified is
according to the degree of milling that it undergoes. This
is what makes brown rice different from white rice.
The difference between brown rice and white rice is not just
the colour. A whole grain of rice has several layers. Only the
outermost layer, the inedible hull, is removed to produce brown
rice. This process is the least damaging to the nutritional value
of the rice and avoids the unnecessary loss of nutrients that
occur with further processing.
If brown rice is further milled to remove the bran and most of
the germ layer, the result is whiter rice, but also rice that has lost
many more nutrients. The complete milling and polishing that
converts brown rice to white rice destroys 67% of the Vitamin
B3, 80% of the Vitamin B1, 90% of the Vitamin B6, half of the
manganese, half of the phosphorus, 60% of the iron, and all of
the dietary fibre and essential fatty acids.
Rice is an excellent food to include in a balanced diet. It is low
in total fat and saturated fat, is cholesterol free, and contains

negligible
amounts of
sodium.
Rice
contains large amounts
of high-value carbohydrates which
the body needs for fuel every day.
Brown rice has added nutrients such as beneficial fibre, extra B
complex vitamins and minerals. It also contains good quality
proteins (eight essential amino acids). The missing amino acid
out of the nine essential amino acids can be supplied by legumes
such as beans, lentils, chickpeas – yet another reason to eat a
stew with rice. Rice is mostly non-allergenic and gluten free and
that makes it especially well-suited for people with special
dietary needs.
Before cooking rice, especially that which is sold in bulk, rinse it
thoroughly under running water and then remove any dirt or
debris that you find. After rinsing, add one part rice to two parts
boiling water or broth. After the liquid has returned to a boil,
turn down the heat, cover and simmer for about 45 minutes.
Source: Health & Nutrition, Issue 141, May 2012
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E

xercise is becoming increasingly important as a means
of preventing many of the chronic diseases that afflict
people in developed societies.

Some people have little or no physical activity in their daily lives.
Physical activity is more common among men than women, but
decreases with age.Youth nowadays are not vigorously active on
a regular basis, and participation in all types of physical activity
declines strikingly as age or grade in school increases due to the
availability of computer-games, unlimited TV watching, and the
presence of paid-help at home.
Proper physical activity may certainly improve one’s health
status by helping to prevent excessive weight gain, but it may
also enhance other facets of health-related fitness.You are never
too young or too old to reap the health benefits of exercise.
Physical activity need not be strenuous to achieve health
benefits. Children, adolescents, and men and women of all ages
may benefit from a moderate amount of daily physical activity.
This physical activity may be unstructured, such as washing the
car or raking leaves, or structured, such as brisk walking or
running. The benefits of moderate activity may be obtained in
longer sessions of moderately intense activities (such as 40
minutes of walking) or in shorter sessions of somewhat more
strenuous activities (such as 15-20 minutes of running).
You should try to average 30 minutes of moderate exercise per
day on most, and preferably all, days of the week. You may
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accumulate 30 minutes per day in several sessions, such as three
10-minute brisk walks interspersed throughout the day.
Additional health benefits can be gained through greater
amounts of physical activity.
Adults who maintain a regular routine of physical activity that is
of longer duration or of greater intensity are likely to derive
greater benefit.
Examples of moderate amounts of physical activity, adapted
from US Department of Heath and Human Services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Washing and waxing a car for 45-60 minutes
Washing windows or floors for 45-60 minutes
Playing various team sports for 45 minutes
Gardening for 30-45 minutes
Wheeling self in wheelchair for 30-40 minutes
Walking 3.2km in 40 minutes
Bicycling 8km in 30 minutes
Dancing (social) fast for 30 minutes
Water aerobics for 30 minutes
Swimming for 20 minutes
Cycling 6.8km in 15 minutes
Jumping rope for 15 minutes
Running 2.4km in 15 minutes
Stair-walking for 15 minutes

Source: Health & Nutrition, Issue 141, May 2012

Publications

Although I was not keen on receiving visiting experts from London,
there was one expert whose services I needed as soon as possible. If
I was to do a Robinson Crusoe act in the Labuk Valley it was necessary
that I found a Man Friday who was a practical handyman, and who
knew a hawk from a handsaw. From the moment I heard that I was
to have the task of developing a plantation in Borneo I had decided
that I must try to get old Kong Miew to come with me from Kluang.
Uncle Kong, as he was affectionately known to most of the staff on
our plantation in Johore, was a small-scale contractor. He looked
about 50 when I first met him in 1951. He looked about 50 when
he joined me in Borneo. And, although by then he must have been
almost 90, he still looked about 50 the last time I saw him in
1985.
At Pamol Kluang, Kong Miew was Mr Fix-it. He could turn his
hand to carpentry, concrete work, glazing, plumbing, painting or
anything else. If a new septic tank system had to be fitted; if a
billiard table had to be re-covered and levelled; if a generator
had to be installed and an electricity supply fitted; if a new
office had to be built; the tiles on the manager’s house roof
replaced; or a concrete bridge put over a stream; Kong Miew was your man.
I myself am neither deft nor dexterous. The expression ‘Give me the job and I will finish the tools’ could have
been written with me in mind. Let me have a few nails, a hammer and a couple of planks, and in half an hour
I will end up with some cork-screw shaped nails, a hammer with a loose head, a plank split from end to end,
a swollen thumb and a filthy temper. Give Kong Miew the same materials and he would make you a chickencoup, a goat shed or a TV cabinet, and knock up a couple of shelves with the leftover pieces.
Strangely enough, although I am not a do-it-yourself expert, my father was. He bought me a Meccano set for
my ninth birthday. I hated it with a fierce hatred. To make him happy I bolted some pieces of slotted metal to
other pieces of slotted metal. It all seemed terribly pointless.
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Black month

On the day of the exhibition my idea of claiming to be too

One of the most humiliating experiences of my childhood

sick to attend came to nought when my father said,

was caused by my extreme lack of manual dexterity. I

“Rubbish ... He will go ... whether he has something to

joined the Stoneywood Wolf Cubs when I was 10. Just

show for his month’s efforts or not!” And he went off to

before the start of the summer holidays, the cub-master

work. My mother wanted to help, but she was just as

announced that we were going to hold a handicrafts

hopeless at handicraft. She said, “Look Leslie, why don’t

exhibition in the last week before we went back to

you make a little house. Something like Robbie Burns’

school. Each cub had to bring a working model of a well-

cottage perhaps, nothing elaborate.”

known object, made with his own hands out of common
household products.

We got a rectangular cardboard packet of Kraft Cheese. I
stuck on another piece of cardboard for its roof and cut

I sat numbly for hours on end with scissors, a pot of glue,

holes for the door and windows. It looked to me exactly like

bits of wood and cardboard, but nothing emerged,

a packet of Kraft with holes in it, but my mother said, “No –

except for smaller bits of wood and strange shaped

it’s lovely. What do they expect from a 10-year old boy?”

pieces of cardboard. My father led me to understand
that if I could not come up with something better than

When I got down to the cub-hut that evening there was

wee Charlie Mackenzie – who was consistently at the

great excitement.They had even got the photographer from

bottom of the class – it would be a disgrace to myself,

the Bon Accord Gossip to come along. I slunk in and sat at the

to the family and even, it was implied, to the entire

back of the room. When our name was called we had to

Davidson clan.

march up to the platform with our individual masterpieces.
There was loud applause when, just in front of me, Doddie

The day before the exhibition, I still had not come up with

Watson staggered to the table carrying a two-foot high

anything. Billy Ross next door told me he was putting the

model of the Girdleness light-house with a real light flashing.

last coat of varnish on his model of the Queen Mary which
he had made from tea-chests and the inside of a toilet roll.

“Now Leslie Davidson, please”. I had so far managed to

I felt sick. My father relented slightly at the last minute. He

hide my Kraft cheese cottage, but now I had to carry it

gave me an old chiming clock which he had bought at a

forward and hand it to the cub-master. There was a

roup, and which he intended to “do something with”

puzzled silence, then a nervous titter, and then the whole

some day.

pack burst into howls of laughter. I slunk back to my
position with my face red. The cub-master propped my

“Here, take this, lad,” he said kindly. “Get out that Meccano

Kraft cheese packet right in front between the Eiffel Tower

set of yours and make a model of Big Ben.” Hours later I

and a working model of Tower Bridge. The display was

had completely dismantled the clock. It was spread across

photographed, and my Kraft cheese packet appeared on

the table in small pieces. Several slotted lengths of

the front page of the Bon Accord Gossip.

Meccano had been bolted together. It did not in the least

38

resemble Big Ben. It no longer in fact even resembled a

Working model

clock. When my father came home he was very sarcastic

In the light of this story, the reader will appreciate how sad

and I went to bed in tears.

it is that, when I was called up, my father had died and thus
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did not learn of my outstanding success in the Army

I have never been very lucky with adjustable spanners.The

Mechanical Aptitude Test. But for this I would not have

one I had been issued with was stiff. Whilst fiddling with it,

become an officer, and without my experience as an

it jumped out of my hand. In trying to catch it I knocked

officer I would not have been accepted as a trainee

over my bench and the pieces of machinery rolled over

planter by Unilever.

the hangar floor. The sergeant helped me to pick them up
and said several more sentences, which I still could not

When I went in to register for National Service at

understand. I noticed however that as he prowled around

Woolmanhill in Aberdeen, I was asked what my

between the work-benches, he kept looking back at me.

preference was. My father’s advice flashed through my
head: ‘Learn something useful, lad’. Could I be a driver, I

In spite of this initial setback I made fantastic progress. I

asked? ‘R.A.S.C’, wrote the sergeant on my form, and I was

got the largest gear wedged inside something that looked

on my way to join the Red Coats.

like a bit of an electric iron. There was a tricky problem
with a piece of a lock, but I bashed it into shape with my

At the training depot in Aldershot, England, I learned

trusty spanner and managed to bolt it on. I began to get

that almost all of our intake wanted to be drivers. The

strangely interested in the exercise. The minutes flew past

initial weeding-out was done through a Mechanical

unheeded.

Aptitude Test. We were marched into a huge converted
hangar and we were each stood behind a tall three-foot

Finally, I had managed to bolt, screw, tape and wedge

square work-bench. It was covered with small pieces of

every bit of machinery on my bench into one large object.

machinery – gears, springs, cogs, electrical fittings,

It looked, I thought, a bit like a camel, with a gear-shaped

screws, bolts and pipes. In front of them lay an

hump and with pieces of copper pipe as its legs. I had a

adjustable spanner, a screwdriver and some electrical

daring idea – the sort of idea which could perhaps make

tape.

the difference between a mere run of the mill B pass and
a brilliant A+ pass. I used the last of the electrical tape to

A sergeant stood on a platform at the end of the

tie the spanner on as the camel’s head and the

hangar. He addressed us through a loudspeaker for

screwdriver as its tail.

several minutes. I did not recognise a single word. To
Aberdonians, even Edinburgh accents are fairly

It was I thought a remarkable achievement. Not one single

difficult to understand, but the various English accents

bolt, screw, or cog remained on my bench. Even the tools

which

were now incorporated in my camel. I adjusted the

I

encountered

in

Aldershot

were

incomprehensible.

spanner. This opened and closed the camel's mouth. It was
almost a working model.

When the sergeant finished, I stealthily observed those to
the right and left of me pick up their spanners and start

As I was admiring it, the sergeant rushed over. His face

tinkering. It was clear that they were trying to stick the

was red and he was shouting. He seemed to be

pieces of machinery together. It was obviously something

displeased. The entire roomful of recruits stood rigidly to

on the lines of an advanced, three-dimensional jigsaw

attention and looked straight ahead. The sergeant picked

puzzle.

up the results of my efforts and propelled me out of the
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hangar. I noticed as I marched past the rows of

“Let me jump to the bottom of the list, Private

benches that no one had equalled my feat of

Davidson. The lowest 5% fail to complete more

getting all the pieces assembled into one.

than two items in the total time allocated. Do you
want to know where you come in this list, Private?

Turning point

Nowhere! There is no category in the British

I was marched into a small office occupied by a

Army’s grading system low enough for someone

rather bored-looking captain. He brightened up

who assembles the pieces into a camel.”

when the sergeant placed my creation on his desk.
He asked me to sit down. He called for a clerk to

He choked for a minute and then resumed. “You

bring in my records, and waved the sergeant out of

may perhaps come under this asterisk here,” he

the room.

said, showing me the buff-coloured form. ‘May be in
need of psychiatric help’, it said. There was a long

“What is this object?” he asked. He spoke exactly

silence whilst he looked alternately at me, at my

like an announcer on the BBC and to my relief, I

record on his desk, and at the camel on his mantle-

could understand him perfectly. “A camel?” I

piece.

ventured tentatively. He was clearly impressed. “Can
I have it?” he asked. I nodded. He carried it over and

“If you managed to turn a few pieces of electric

placed it reverently on his mantelpiece.

iron and an alarm clock into a camel, I shudder to
think what you could do with an army lorry. I

Why did I want to be a driver, the captain asked.

cannot possibly let you become a driver. I’m going

Did I perhaps feel that I had particular strengths on

to put you forward for officer cadet training instead.

the mechanical side? I confessed modestly that my

If they make you an officer, it should ensure that you

success today was actually something of a one-off.

are kept as far as possible from any direct
involvement with machinery. I suspect I may be

He silenced me with a wave. “Let me tell you about

doing the army a great service by this!”

this test, Private Davidson. It has been designed by
some of the best brains in the British Army to

If I had only listened to my father and spent more

evaluate the degree of manual dexterity of

time with my Meccano set, I might have become an

potential drivers. On the work-bench you were

army driver, and who knows what that might have

provided with the component parts of six every

led to.

day domestic items such an alarm clock, an electric
iron, a lock, etc, as well as the necessary tools.

Datuk Leslie Davidson
Author, East of Kinabalu

“The candidates are expected to reassemble these

Former Chairman, Unilever Plantations International

items into their original form. It may be of interest
to you to learn that the top 5% of the candidates
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complete the reassembly of the six items in under

This is an edited chapter from the book published in 2007. The book

30 minutes. The next 5% assemble at least five of

can be purchased from the Incorporated Society of Planters; email:

the items in less than 45 minutes.

isphq@tm.net.my
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